CLAUSEN
CARPET SOLUTIONS

STAY CLEAN
ANTI SOIL CARPET CLEANER
DESCRIPTION

IN NEW CARPET, SOIL IS
HELD ONLY BY ITS OWN
OILY COMPONENTS.

TYPICAL CLEANERS LEAVE
A STICKY RESIDUE THAT
HOLDS EVEN LOOSE SOIL.

CLAUSEN STAY CLEAN is outstanding in
its ability to remove tenacious soil and is
unique in doing so without leaving any
sticky dirt holding residue. It more than
pays for itself by greatly extending the time
between necessary cleaning.

HOW TO USE:

BONNET & BRUSH CLEANING for moderate soil - Dilute 1 part CLAUSEN STAY
CLEAN with 32 parts water (4 oz. per gal.).
Spray solution to dampen soiled area of
carpet. Do not over-wet. Spray bonnet
to lubricate. Agitate dampened area.
For superior cleaning, rinse or change
bonnets frequently as they absorb dirt.
EXTRACTION CLEANING of heavy soil
- Dilute 2 oz. per gal. of water in solution
tank. Detailed directions and helpful hints
for other methods of cleaning are available
at Clausen’s web site at www.clausencarpet.com.

USES

Formulated especially for bonnet carpet cleaning, but the absence of any sticky residue makes it ideal for
use also in wet extraction, in so called dry extraction with cylindrical brush equipment, in spot cleaning,
even rotary shampooing. Safe to use on wool carpets.

BENEFITS

DRY POWDERS LEAVE
DEBRIS THAT MUST BE
VACUUMED IMMEDIATELY.

CARPET STAYS CLEAN - It’s the sticky residue left by ordinary cleaners that promotes re-soiling. Soil won’t
stick to STAY CLEAN and STAY CLEAN won’t stick to carpet fibers.
SURFACTANT/SOLVENT BLEND - A unique combination for optimum penetration, lifting, suspension and
removal of all types of soil... just better cleaning.
CONVERTS TO A POWDER - Dries to a friable residue that gradually breaks down to a practically invisible
powder.
REPLACES POWDERS & GRANULES - CLAUSEN STAY CLEAN eliminates the need for time consuming
vacuuming when used in so called dry cleaning.
FASTER DRYING - All water based solutions do not dry at the same speed. The components in CLAUSEN STAY
CLEAN make it dry faster.
NO IMMEDIATE VACUMMING - Most carpet cleaning chemicals recommend vacuuming immediately after use.
It’s a necessity when using “dry” powders, but not with CLAUSEN STAY CLEAN.
COMPLIES WITH TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS - Meets specs for use on stain resistant nylon. Contains
no butyl. Meets rigid requirements of California VOC regulations and new OTC guidelines.
ODOR CONTROL - Contains a proven odor counteractant for immediate and lasting effectiveness.

SPECIFICATIONS
STAY CLEAN DRIES TO AN
ALMOST INVISIBLE
NON-STICKY POWDER.
DISTRIBUTED BY:

APPEARANCE OF LIQUID..............................................clear, colorless
APPEARANCE, DRY................................colorless, transparent powder
IONIC CHARGE.......................................................................non-ionic*
pH..............................................................................................8.5 + 0.5
SPECIFIC GRAVITY..........................................................1.040 + 0.005
ODOR CONTROL...........................contains proven odor counteractant
SHELF LIFE...................................................................1 year minimum

PACKAGING

Available in quarts & gallons
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